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F\tlt Marks : 2OO

Time :3 hours

The ftgures in ttrc margin ildiate full marlcs

for tle Etestions

.Answer ang teia questions

In Fig. 1 as given below, consider spring
constant as K, coefficient of viscous friction
in the dashpot as 4 mass of the body as M,
f (tl as the instantaneous pullh:g force
applied on the body and "r(t) as the
instantaneous displacernent of the body from
the reference x(O)=Q ;
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Draw the free-body diagram
system given in Fig. 1.
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(b) Obtain tlle differential equations
describing tle d5mamics of the system -

and obtain the trahsfer function # "1F (s)

the system grven r-r1 Fig. 1. 4+4=8

(c) Find the g4pe, order, open-loop poles
and open-loop zeros of tlle system grven

.?

in Fig. 1. 2x4=8

2. (a) How do you 'determine the p.oint of
intersection of the root locus with
the imaginary axis and tlie critical value
ofK?

(b)

5+5=10

A unity feedback control system has an
open-loop transfer function of

"l'{)G(9= -\t/
s'(s+12)

Plot the root locus. Find the value of K
for which all the roots hre equal. What is
the value of these roots? 10

Ttre characteristic of a feedback control
s5rstem is given by

s6 +sss +11s4 +25s3 +36s2 +3Os+k =o
Determine the range of k for which the
system is stable. 10

( Continued )
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(b) Sketch the polar plot of the following
transfer function. Determine whether
the plot crosses the real axis. If so,

determine the frequencY at which
it crosses ttre real aris and the

corresponding magnifirde lc(7ro)l : 10

G(s) = s[ + $(1+2s)

4. A 3-phase half-controlled thyristor bridge

converter with 4OO V, 3-phase, 50 Hz supply
is feeding a separately excited d.c. motor'
Armahrre resistance of the d.c. motor is
O-2Q and rated armahrre current is lOOA'
The motor back e.m.f. is given by-Ea =kIV, I
where IV is the speed of the motor in I
revolutions- per minute (r.p.m.) and
k = 0-25 V/r.p.m.

(a) Derive the expression for average output
voltage of the 3-phase half-controlled
th5rristor b4dge converter in terms of
maximum voltage Per Phase and the
fring angle. i0

(b) Find no-load speed if the no-load
armature current is 5 A and the firing
angle is 45'. 5

(c) Compute the frring'angle to obtain a
speed of l5OO r.p.m. at rated amature
current. 5
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Draw a triggering circuit using UJT
for an SCR based l-phase controlled
rectifier. Explain how the triggering
angle can be varied.

Expla,in the working principle of an
inverter. Discuss briefly about classifi-
cation of invertors.

Explain how a s5tnchronously rotating
magnetic freld witli constant magnitude
is produced in a 3-phase induction
motor when a balanced 3-phase'supply
is applied to its stator winding. Explain
why 3-phase induction motor cannot

6. (a)

run at s5rnchronous speed. 6+2:8

(b) The power input to a 5OO V, 50 Hz,
. 6-pole, 3-phase induction motor running

at975 revolutions per minute, is 4O kW.
The stator losses are l,kw and tle
friction and windage losses are 2 kW.
Calculate the following : 4+4+4=L2

(t/ Slip

(ii) Th.e rotor copper loss

(url The efliciency

7. (a) What is meant by infinite bus bars?
State the conditions required to be
satisfied by connecting a s5rnchronous
generator to a.n inlinite bus bar. Explain
how the instant for s5mchronizing can
be determined. 10
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(b) A 3-phase, 50 Hz altemator has 1O poles,
2 two-layer slots per pole, 4 conductors
per slot, 150 degree coil span and
O'12 Wb flux per pole. The analysis of
the air gap flux density shows a 2Ao/o

third harmonic. All the coils of a phase
a-re conqected in series. Determine the
root-mean-square value of fundamental
electromotive force per phase. 10

8. (a) Explain the operation and working of an
amplidyne machine as a power amplifier,
Indicate how this machine ca-n be
converted into metadyne.

(b) A 3-phase, 415 V, 6-pole, 50 Hz star-
connected qrnchronous motor has e.m.f.
of 52O V (LL). The stator winding has a
synchronous reactance of2 C) per phase
and the motor develops a torque of
220 N-m. The motor is operating at
415 V, 50 Hz bus.

/fl Calculate the current drawn frorrr
the supply and its power factor.

/ii/ Draw the phasor diagram represen-
ting all the relevant quantities.

9" (a) What is the effect of load power factor
on regulation and effrciency of a
transmission line? Derive the expressions
for sending end voltage and cutrent for a
long transmission line. 4+6=10
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(b) A 1O0 km long, 3-phase, 50 Hz trans-
mission line has the' following line
constants :

Resistance/Phase/km = 0'1 fl
ReactancP/Phase/km = O'5 f}
SuscePtance/Phase/krn = 10 x 1O{ s

If the line supplies a load of 20 MW at
0'9 p.f. laggrng at 66 kV at the receiving

end, calcuiate (i/ sending end power

factor, ful regulation and fui transmission

efliciency.

A sSmchronous generator and a s5rnchronous

rnotor each rated 25 MVA, 11 kV having

15o/o sub-transient reactance are connected

through transformers qnd a ling as shown in
Fig. 2 below. The transformers are rated as

25 MVA, 11/66 kV and 66/11 kV' with
leakage reactance of 1O% each. The line has

a reactance of LOTo on a base of 25 MVA,

66 kV. The motor is drawing 15 MW at

0'8 power factor (leading) and a terminal

voltage of 10'6 kV. A symmetrical 3-phase

fault occurs at the motor terminals :

."kl*"ffi
Fig. 2
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(b)

(b)
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Calculate the pre-fault generator e'm'f'
and motor back e.m.f. in per unit and

draw the pre-fault equivalent circuit
showing all voltages and parameters in
per unit. 4+4+3=IL

Find t]le sub-transient current in the
generator, motor and fault in amperes.

3x3=9

Derive the exPression for most

economical Power factor when kW

dernand is constant with necessaql

power triangle diagram.

A load of l.5OO kW at O'71 lagging power

factor is taken bY a consumer from a
utility which charges a demand charge

of fr4OO per kVA of maximum demand

per year. Ttre total cost of installation of
capacitor for power factor improvement
is ?640 per kVAR, the annual interest
and depreciation being 1O%.

(t Find the most economical Power
factor for the consumer.

(ii,f Determine the kVAR rating of
capacitor to imProve Power factor
to this value.

( tum Ouer )
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L2. (a) Give a block schematic diagrarn of
closed-loop speed control of d.c. motor
incorporating both armature control
and fiild control, and explain its
operation.

(b) A slab of insulating material of area
130 cm2 and of I cm thick, is to be
heated by dielectric heating. The power
required is 38O W at 3O MHz frequency.
Material has a relative permittivity
of 5 and power factor of O.OS.
Consider absolute permittivity' as
8. 8S4 x tO-12 F /m.

ft) Determine the necessar5r voltage for
' heating

@ tf the voltage were limited to 230 V,
what will be the frequency to get the

- same loss?

13. (a) Define amplitude modulation (AM) and
derive the expression of instantaneous
AM voltage in tems of amplitude
modulation index. r

(b) Define frequency modulation (FM) and
derive the expression of instantaneous
FM voltage in terms of frequency
modulation index.
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(c) A frequency modulated (FM) wave is
repr€sented by ttre following equation :

u = losin (5 x 168 t + 4 sin 125ot)

(t What are the carrier and modulating
frequencies in Hz?

6l Determine the modulation index
- and maximum deviation.

{rul What Power is dissipated by this
FM wave in a 5 el resistor?

{

L4. (a)

8T/36

What is pulse modulation? Describe

about the classilication of pulse

modulation. 2+5=7

What is arttenna isolation? Will an
antenna designed for one frequency

work on another frequencY? 3.+4=7

A 2-stage anplifier has the following
characteristics :

Gain of first stage At =2O

Gaiq of second stage Az =3O

Input resistance of first stage &, =2 l<(l

Input resistance of second stage
Ri' =4l<f,l

Output resistance of first stage
Ror =2ldl

( Iturn Ouer )
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Output resistance of second stage

source resistance R, =2;'R* 
=2,.',

Calculate ttre equivalent noise resistance
of the amplifier. 6

15. What is miJrowave? What are the properties
of microwave? Why are microwaves not
reflected by ionosphere? What are tJ'e reasons
that microwaves are used in communication
engineering? Mention the merits and demerits
of rnicrowaves. Also, explain about a micro_
wave system. 2+3+3+4+4+4=29..
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